
Why Pittsburgh Pickle Company? 
Simply put, they’re delicious and create repeat customers. 
Free of any chemicals or artificial preservatives, we allow 
more room for real flavor and peace of mind. We don’t 
produce “odd-ball gimmicky” flavors. Instead, we produce a 
variety of flavor profiles that are usable across all platforms. 
This helps keep customers coming back for more!

Pittsburgh Style Pickle Chips are the original product we created. 
Today, they’re the best-selling pickles made in PA. This all-natural 

classic is salty, sweet, and savory, allowing it to stand on its own. We 
feel it represents the uniqueness of our great city.

UPC:  00755702752435 

Brimstone Pickle Chips are for folks who like things a 
little spicy. These pickles have a smoky flavor and some 

heat to them, but by no means will they burn your mouth. 
UPC: 00755702752510

Dagwood Pickle Chips are the ultimate sandwich pickles. 
They’re made with apple cider vinegar for a sweet and 

tangy flavor with far less sugar than other brands. 
UPC: 00086156059994

Original Dill Pickle Chips are a simple product that packs 
a strong flavor of garlic and dill. These are traditional 

pickles every pickle lover will enjoy.
UPC: 00755702752503 

We The Pickle has perfected the all-American taste of a 
classic style deli pickle. Made by a small family business, 

these are the only pickle chip you’ll ever need. 
UPC: 0086156060235 

Case Dimensions: 11”L x 7.5”W x 7.75” H
Case Weight: 14 lbs 

Single Unit Dimensions
3.5” L x 3.5” W x 6.75” H

Single Unit Weight:
2.2 lbs

Shelf Life from Time of 
Production: 18 months

Pallet Dimensions (110 cases): 48”L x 40”W x 44”H
Pallet Weight: 1500 lbs.
Pallet TixHi: 22x5 

FOB-Verona Price Per Case (6 Pack): $30 Single Unit SRP: $6.99-$7.99

Ask about our Economies of Scale for better pricing!
Contact: 

Evan Pohl • 703.598.6407 • Evan@PittsburghPickle.com • www.PittsburghPickle.com 
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